
The Switch Aware is an illuminated switch that 
glows red to alert you when an outdoor or compart-
ment light, water heater, or other electrical device is 
on. The switch is designed to replace the standard 
toggle switches in contemporary Airstream® trailers.
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Switch Aware is ideal to use for your propane hot 
water switch so that you don’t accidentally leave it 
on. Switch Aware can also be used if your trailer 
is equipped with electric hot water; however, the 
illuminated switch might provide false information 
when your trailer is not plugged into shore power. In 
this case, the switch will illuminate, but you will not 
have power to heat the tank. The ideal solution is 
to install our Switch Aware Relay that only allows 
the Switch Aware to illuminate when you are con-
nected to shore power. When shore power is not 
connected, the switch cannot not illuminate.

The Switch Aware Relay kit includes the following 
parts: 

Instructions

Fig.2
 A: 110v miniature relay
 B: 4 push on connectors 

CAUTION: It is recommended that you switch off 
the battery power at your master switch. It is ES-
SENTIAL THAT YOU UNPLUG YOUR TRAILER 
FROM ANY SHORE POWER. Use a portable light 
to illuminate your work area. Employ the services 
of an electrician if you are unsure how to proceed 
with these instructions.

The Switch Aware Relay has five terminals (Fig. 
3): Two to connect to 110 power, and three termi-
nals that are being controlled by the relay (you will 
use only two of these three terminals). 
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Installation:
1) Find the green ground wire that runs from your 
electric hot water Switch Aware switch to the Air-
stream’s ground.

2) Cut this wire somewhere along its length, where 
you plan to install the Switch Aware Relay.

4) Connect these two leads to the “ground lead 
goes here” terminals on the relay as indicated in 
Fig. 3. (Either wire can go on either terminal.)

5) Locate a nearby 110v power source such as an 
outlet. Determine how you can route a two-strand 
wire from the outlet to your relay. Ensure that the 
wire you use is protected or covered where it pass-
es though the outlet’s box or past a bulkhead or 
similar edging where it might wear into the wire’s 
covering. Try to go through the same strain-relief 
connector (where the other wires come into the 
box). It is best to use stranded wire - NOT solid 
wire. Note that there is no connection of a ground 
wire to the relay. (Either wire to either terminal.)

6) Attach two of the push-on connectors to the 110v 
wire and push them all the way on to the two 110v 
terminals on the relay (Fig 3). Installation complete.

Switch Aware Relay
 lets you know when things are on

3) Strip the green ground 
wires and attach a push-
on connector to each end 
of the green ground wire. 
Use a good crimping tool 
as in Fig. 4 and ensure 
there is a good tight con-
nection. Fig.4
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Down the road...

(See wiring diagram on reverse side of sheet.)



Wiring Diagram
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to 110v power connection

silver, load (light or appliance)

silver, power in (+)

(not used)

to trailer ground

to Switch Aware terminal #3


